For this assignment you will use the camera for the first time to really think about what is in the frame and how you want to compose the picture.

You can take the picture in any way you want but the color RED must be the most important part of the picture.

I want you to enjoy the freedom of only seeing and photographing what you like and with no other requirements except you can’t use auto. You must use manual, shutter or aperture priority. A photographer must know and understand their camera, audio and video equipment.

Be conscious on how you are holding the camera.

You might want to try some different shutter speeds and f/stops (aperture openings) and see what effect that has on your picture.

You will not use a tripod for this assignment.

You must have three photos with written captions using proper AP style posted in Blackboard before the start of your Thursday, May 19, lab session. Submitting even one minute late will result in the lowering of your grade by one letter grade.

You can only check out the camera for 48-hours starting Wednesday morning. If you check them out on Friday you can keep them until Monday morning. We have 38 digital cameras.

Bring your MU id to checkout equipment.